Add-On “Leveler” Keeps Gate From Sagging

“Anyone will eventually sag,” says Roland Ottomoeller, Clarissa, Minn., who invented a gate leveling bracket that lets you “relevel” a gate when it begins to sag.

The Level-All gate hanger bolts onto the existing gate post and can be used to hang all manufactured farm gates. It comes with two pins welded to a flat piece of steel and a channel iron bolted to the bottom of the post. The operator turns a 3/4-in. dia. set screw in the channel iron to change the angle of the gate, leveling it.

“It’s a simple idea but it works great,” says Ottomoeller. “The set screw has a lot of leverage so it only takes a few turns to lift the gate. It also works well to level two gates hung opposite each other.”

Ottomoeller sells plans for the Level-All on www.gizmoplans.com.

Contact: FARM SHOW Followup, Roland Ottomoeller, 20496 414th St., Clarissa, Minn. 56440 (ph 218 756-2238; ottoreland51@hotmail.com).